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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the ability to tailor the mechanical properties of composite compliant shell mechanisms,
by exploiting the thermal prestress introduced during the composite laminate cure. An extension of an analytical
tape spring model with composite thermal analysis is presented, and the effect of the thermal prestress is studied by
means of energy landscapes for the cylindrical composite shells. Tape springs that would otherwise be monostable
structures become bistable and exhibit greater ranges of low-energy twisting with thermally-induced prestress.
Predicted shell geometries are compared with finite element results and manufactured samples, showing good
agreement between all approaches. Wider challenges around the manufacture of prestressed composite compliant
mechanisms are discussed.

1 Introduction
Compliant shell mechanisms are thin shell structures capable of large deflections, for small strain elastic deformations.

In addition to enabling tailored force and displacement responses, a significant advantage of such mechanisms is the lack of
need for mechanical joints, in turn removing friction and reducing maintenance requirements. While the design of compliant
mechanisms has been studied for isotropic materials [1, 2], composite materials offer further benefits and opportunities to
the mechanism designer. These include high specific properties, anisotropic deformation behaviour, ease of manufacturing
complex geometries, and alternative methods of tailoring the residual stress state of the mechanism. This study aims to
investigate the effects of thermal prestress, arising from mismatches in thermal expansion coefficients, on the behaviour
of composite tape springs. The magnitude of the thermal prestress can be tailored through the composite laminate layup
[3]. Tape springs are a class of structures that have been investigated previously as compliant mechanisms [4, 5], and
have demonstrated bistability [6] and zero stiffness capabilities [5, 7, 8]. In classical mechanisms multiple members would
be required to enable such behaviour [9–11]. This work uses the analytical model by Guest and Pellegrino [4], which
assumes that the tape spring is kinematically constrained to the surface of an underlying cylinder. The model is extended by
incorporating the thermal prestress introduced in composite laminate materials, and it is demonstrated that the extended tape
spring model correlates well with FE models and manufactured samples. The feasibility of creating zero torsional stiffness
composite tape springs is briefly explored mathematically.

In addition to geometric and material considerations, the design space for compliant mechanisms also includes residual
stress states. Residual thermal stress due to composite manufacturing has been subject of extensive research efforts, and often
aims to describe localised thermal effects and warping in detail [12]. However, for the work presented in this paper Classical
Laminate Analysis (CLA), e.g. [13], provides a sufficiently accurate model of composite thermal behaviour. Laminates
with non-symmetrical layups often exhibit warp due to the mismatch between thermal expansion coefficients between plies,
and as such are often deliberately avoided [14]. However, these thermal effects can be used to provide prestress [15],
to obtain desirable behaviour in tape springs and other thin shell structures [16–18]. Viscoelastic effects also affect the
prestress [19–21], but are beyond the scope of this work.

This paper aims to evaluate the potential of using thermal prestress in the design of stiffness-tailored composite compli-
ant shell mechanisms. Specifically, the focus is on reducing torsional stiffness within composite tape springs and evaluating



Fig. 1: Post-cure thermal strains produce a ‘coiling-up’ moment, Mth
x , in the longitudinal direction, and an ‘opening-out’

moment, Mth
y , in the hoop direction

Table 1: Material Data IM7-8552

E11 = 161 GPa α11 =−0.1 ·10−6 K-1

E22 = 11.38 GPa α22 = 31 ·10−6 K-1

G12 = 5.17 GPa t = 0.131 mm

ν12 = 0.32 ρ = 1.57 ·103 kg/m3

the feasibility of zero torsional stiffness prestressed composite shell structures. Such compliant mechanisms have potential
for applications in medical exoskeletons [22], deployable spacecraft structures [23], and morphing aerostructures [18].

The paper is structured as follows. First, the extended analytical formulation is presented, including rationale behind
material selection, derivation of the strain energy equation and comparisons of energy landscapes and stability states. Next,
two sections detail validation work: FE modelling and the manufacture of sample tape springs. The results of each approach
are discussed and compared before final conclusions are presented.

2 Analytical Model
2.1 Material and Layup Selection

To ascertain the potential of thermally prestressed composite compliant mechanisms, a layup and material configura-
tion was selected which would exhibit the maximum thermally-induced bending moments per unit thickness. A cross-ply
laminate configuration – where the fibres in the bottom half of the laminate lie perpendicular to those in the upper half –
was therefore selected. This provides the greatest overall mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients through the laminate
thickness. Wider ranges of composite laminate layups are beyond the scope of the current work.

Tape springs were chosen as a representative compliant shell mechanism due to their ease of manufacture and well-
understood mechanical behaviour. By placing fibres at 90° to the longitudinal axis on the inner surface of the tape spring
(i.e. [90N/0N], where N represents the number of plies) the bending moments produced upon cooling will be similar to those
produced by mechanically prestressed isotropic tape springs [5]. The thermal strains in such cross-ply laminates produce
a ‘coiling-up’ moment, Mth

x , in the longitudinal direction, and an ‘opening-out’ moment, Mth
y , in the hoop direction (see

Figure 1). Carbon fibre composites were chosen due to their high specific stiffness and low creep characteristics relative to
glass and aramid fibre reinforcements, as well as its suitable thermal expansion properties. Hexcel IM7-8552 was used as a
benchmark composite material due to its general availability and well-characterised properties [24]; see Table 1.

2.2 Elastic Strain Energy
In this work, the effect of thermal prestress on the energy landscape of anisotropic composite tape springs is considered.

Following the approach of Guest and Pellegrino [4], the strain energy per unit area, U , stored in the tape spring is

U =
1
2
(∆κκκ

T D∗∆κκκ), (1)



where D∗ is the reduced bending stiffness matrix

D∗ = D−BT A−1B, (2)

and A, B and D are the in-plane, coupling and bending stiffness matrices of Classical Laminate Analysis (CLA) [13]. The
D∗ matrix accounts for the contribution of non-zero B matrices to the strain energy.

The strain energy equation is non-dimensionalised as

Û =U
R2

D∗11
, (3)

using the manufacture tooling radius, R, and the reduced bending stiffness term, D∗11 [4].
In the Guest and Pellegrino model, an inextensional tape spring shell element (with existing curvature κy) is rotated

around an underlying cylinder to investigate the curvature changes, ∆κκκ, that occur during twist. The modification made in
this work is that change in curvature,

∆κκκ = κκκcylinder−κκκwarped, (4)

is measured with respect to a thermally-warped element with curvatures κκκwarped, rather than an element with only manufac-
tured curvature κy. Thus, the strain energy calculated will be that required to conform the warped element to the underlying
cylinder (κκκcylinder).

The curvature of the tape spring on the underlying cylinder is based on a Mohr’s circle of curvature

κκκcylinder =
C
2

1− cos(2θ)
1+ cos(2θ)

2sin(2θ)

 , (5)

where θ refers to the twist angle, and C the curvature of an underlying cylinder [5]. For this model to remain valid, the
post-cure tape spring geometry must approximately conform to an underlying cylinder.

The curvature of the thermally warped tape spring (i.e. the origin state) is defined as

κκκwarped =

 0
1/R

0

+∆κκκ
th, (6)

where the thermal curvature changes during cooling from manufacture, ∆κκκth are added to the manufacture tooling radius.
The changes in curvature of an anisotropic plate due to thermally-induced bending moments (Mth) and in-plane forces

(Nth) [25] can be evaluated as

∆κκκ
th =

∆κth
x

∆κth
y

∆κth
xy

= ∆T (D∗)−1(Mth−BA−1Nth). (7)

The thermal moments Mth and in-plane forces Nth per degree Celsius [26] are given as

Mth =

Mth
x

Mth
y

Mth
xy

=
H2

8

 W th
2 ξ5

−W th
2 ξ5

W th
2 ξ7

 , (8)

and

Nth =

Nth
x

Nth
y

Nth
xy

=
H
2

W th
1 +W th

2 ξ1
W th

1 −W th
2 ξ1

W th
2 ξ3

 . (9)



The ξi terms refer to lamination parameters [27], which allow the stiffness of any composite layup to be represented
using at most 12 continuous parameters. Using this approach it is possible to gain physical insight into the underlying
behaviour of the system without having to consider specific layups. In particular, using such an approach is valuable when
trying to tailor designs to obtain an optimised configuration. For our investigation, the lamination parameter definitions can
be conveniently rearranged,

ξ1 =
(A11−A22)

2W2H
,

ξ3 =
(A16 +A26)

W2H
,

ξ5 =
2(B11−B22)

W2H2 ,

ξ7 =
4(B16 +B26)

W2H2 ,

with thermal material invariants [27] W and W th

W2 =
1
2
(Q11−Q22),

W th
1 = α11Q11 +(α11 +α22)Q12 +α22Q22,

W th
2 = α11Q11 +(α22−α11)Q12 +α22Q22,

where H is the laminate thickness, α the coefficients of thermal expansion, and Q the reduced ply stiffness.

2.3 Equilibrium and Stability Analysis
Equilibrium configurations of the anisotropic tape spring in the twisting domain are identified by stationary points of the

strain energy, i.e.,

∂U
∂θ

=
C
4R

(λ1 sin(2θ)+λ2 cos(2θ)...

+λ3 sin(4θ)+λ4 cos(4θ)) = 0,
(10)

∂U
∂C

=
1
R
(φ1 +φ2 cos2(θ)+φ3 cos4(θ)+φ4 sin(2θ)...

+φ5 sin2(2θ)+
λ4

2
sin(2θ)cos2(θ)) = 0,

(11)

where

λ1 = 4(D∗22−D∗12)+2CR(D∗11−D∗22)...

+4R(∆κ
th
x (D

∗
12−D∗11)+∆κ

th
y (D

∗
22−D∗12)...

+∆κ
th
xy(D

∗
26−D∗16)),

λ2 = 4CR(D∗16 +D∗26)−8R(∆κ
th
x D∗16...

+(∆κ
th
y +1/R)D∗26 +∆κ

th
xyD∗66),

λ3 =CR(4D∗66 +2D∗12−D∗22−D∗11),

λ4 = 4CR(D∗26−D∗16),



and

φ1 =CRD∗11−D∗12−R(D∗11∆κ
th
x +D∗12∆κ

th
y +D∗16∆κ

th
xy),

φ2 = (D∗12−D∗22)+2CR(D∗12−D∗11)+R(∆κx(D∗11−D∗12)...

+∆κy(D∗12−D∗22)+∆κxy(D∗16−D∗26)),

φ3 =CR(D∗11 +D∗22−2D∗12),

φ4 = 2CRD∗16−D∗26−R(D∗16∆κx +D∗26∆κy +D∗66∆κxy),

φ5 =CRD∗66.

See Equations 2 and 7 for definitions of D∗ and ∆κκκth terms respectively.
The Hessian matrix of the strain energy provides a stiffness matrix for the tape spring, with respect to generalised degrees

of freedom θ and C. A negative determinant of the Hessian indicates that the system is unstable, as one of the eigenvalues is
negative. Conversely, a positive determinant indicates a stable system. The determinant of the Hessian matrix is,

|H(U)|=

∣∣∣∣∣ ∂2U
∂θ2

∂2U
∂θ∂C

∂2U
∂θ∂C

∂2U
∂C2

∣∣∣∣∣ ...
=

∂2U
∂θ2

∂2U
∂C2 −

∂2U
∂θ∂C

∂2U
∂C∂θ

,

(12)

where the individual terms are,

∂2U
∂θ2 =

C
2R

(λ1 cos(2θ)−λ2 sin(2θ)...

+2λ3 cos(4θ)−2λ4 sin(4θ))

(13)

∂2U
∂C2 = D∗11 +2D∗16 sin(2θ)+D∗66 sin2(2θ)...

+ψ1 cos2(θ)+ψ2 cos4(θ)...

+ψ3 sin(2θ)cos2(θ)

(14)

∂2U
∂θ∂C

=
1

2R
(λ5 sin(2θ)+λ6 cos(2θ)...

+λ3 sin(4θ)+λ4 cos(4θ),

(15)

with

ψ1 = 2(D∗12−D∗11)

ψ2 =
φ3

CR

ψ3 =
λ4

2CR

and

λ5 = 2(D∗22−D∗12)+2CR(D∗11−D∗22)...

+2R(∆κ
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∗
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∗
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∗
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λ6 = 4CR(D∗16 +D∗26)−4R(∆κ
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x D∗16...

+(∆κ
th
y +1/R)D∗26 +∆κ

th
xyD∗66).



Table 2: Predicted equilibrium states

Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c

Curvature Twist Angle Stability Curvature Twist Angle Stability Curvature Twist Angle Stability

(mm-1) θ (°) |H(U)| (mm-1) θ (°) |H(U)| (mm-1) θ (°) |H(U)|

1.11 90.0 -11.7 8.58 90.0 -56.4 8.58 91.3 -56.3

26.3 0.0 77.6 18.8 0.0 -19.8 18.8 1.8 -19.5

- - - 20.8 21.9 37.4 20.4 21.9 33.9

- - - 20.8 158.0 38.2 21.2 158.2 59.2

Table 2 details the equilibrium conditions predicted for the [902/02] tape spring in Figure 2. Initial guesses for the
equilibria were identified via visual inspection of the energy landscapes, and the equations were then solved numerically
using the MATLAB function fsolve.

A zero-stiffness structure will exhibit no change in internal strain energy U throughout the designed mode of deforma-
tion (i.e. θ or C), and will thus be in constant equilibrium and thus be neutrally stable for all desired deformations. Guest et
al. [5] describe a zero torsional stiffness tape spring using an isotropic material and mechanically introduced prestress. For
prestressed composite tape springs the system is governed by coupled nonlinear equations for ∂U/∂θ = 0 and ∂2U/∂θ2 = 0,
even when simplified for cross-ply laminates where D∗16 = D∗26 = 0. A full exploration of the design space, in terms of mate-
rial selection, lay-up and manufacturability, has not yet been attempted and is beyond the scope of the current investigation.
Alternatively, multiple laminates could be used together to achieve overall mechanism zero-stiffness (for example like pre-
vious work by Murphey and Pellegrino [7]), although this comes at the cost of increased manufacturing complexity. Other
mechanism geometries, prestressing techniques and constituent materials may yield zero-stiffness responses more easily, but
these lie outside the scope of this work.

2.4 Energy Landscape Comparisons
In order to illustrate the effects of including thermal pre-stress a comparison of the energetic landscapes are presented.

Figure 2 shows polar plots of non-dimensional strain energy Û as a function of tape spring twist, 2θ, and underlying cylinder
curvature, C. The tape spring is a [902/02] IM7-8552 composite laminate shell with a manufactured radius of 38 mm.
A ∆T = −155°C models the cool down from a typical 180°C cure to room temperature. Figure 2a shows the energy
landscape for a cross-ply tape spring with no thermal prestress: it is monostable with a low energy (Û<0.1) twisting region
of approximately ±20°. The low energy twist behaviour is due to the open cross-section of the tape spring. Figure 2b shows
the effect of a thermally-induced prestress: the structure becomes bistable, with an unstable zero twist configuration (i.e. no
equilibrium when the C = 1/R). The low-energy twisting region increases to approximately ±45°, illustrating the potential
for using thermal prestress to reduce the torsional stiffness of thin shell composite structures. Figure 2c shows the effect of
fibre misalignment on the thermally prestressed shells. A misalignment of 2° in the inner two plies causes a slight rotation of
the energy landscape; as a result, the manufactured configuration (θ = 0) is no longer in equilibrium, and the structure will
favour one twisted mode. While the energy landscape is different, the location of equilibria and the range of the low energy
twisting region are similar to the non-misaligned tape spring.

3 Finite Element Model
3.1 Modelling Approach

To support the results from the analytical energy landscapes, Finite Element (FE) analyses were conducted in Abaqus/Standard
2016. The tape springs were meshed using S4R shell elements. A mesh refinement study compared the cross-sectional cur-
vature at the centre of the post-warped, untwisted tape springs. Mesh target sizes of between 8×8 mm and 1×1 mm were
considered, and a final mesh size of 5× 5 mm was selected, as the calculated curvature converged to within 0.10% of the
analysis with a 1× 1 mm mesh density. A fully-fixed boundary condition was applied to the central node, and general ge-
ometrically nonlinear static analyses were conducted. The post-cure cooling process which generates the thermal prestress
and resulting warp was modelled by applying two ambient temperature fields to the entire tape spring as ‘Predefined Field’
variables. The two temperatures modelled were (i) the expected cure temperature (180°C), and (ii) the assumed room tem-
perature (25°C), to give ∆T =−155°C. An example of the resulting deformed shape is shown in Figure 3a. For each model
the deformed nodal coordinates were exported as a point cloud so that the tape spring twist angle and radius of underlying
cylinder could be measured.



(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Polar plots of nondimensional energy Û as a function of tape spring twist, 2θ, on the angular axis and cylinder
curvature, C, on the radial axis. Contours are plotted for Û values between 0.0 to 3.0 inclusive with intervals of 0.1. (a)
shows the landscape for a [902/02] tape spring with manufactured radius R = 38 mm with no thermal prestress; (b) shows
the landscape for a thermally prestressed tape spring; and (c) shows the same landscape as (b), but for a misaligned layup of
[882/02]. Points labelled with a cross indicate the stable state(s), and dots indicate unstable equilibria.

3.2 Twisted Configurations
The warped shape shown in Figure 3a exists in a zero-twist configuration. The curling effects seen at the ends are due to

residual moments from the thermal prestress. A prestressed [90N/0N] cross-ply tape spring in this configuration corresponds
to the unstable zero-twist equilibrium point in Figure 2b. The model possesses geometric and material symmetry, and thus
cannot automatically bifurcate to a twisted configuration. In order to break this symmetry and let the model bifurcate to a
preferred stable configuration, a small fibre misalignment was applied to each 90° ply in the laminate until a twisted structure
was produced (-2° for the 38 mm radius springs; -5° for the 50 mm radius spring). Energy landscapes of tape springs with
fibre misalignment (see example Figure 2c) were considered sufficiently similar to those without (see Table 2), that direct
comparisons could be drawn between the ‘misaligned’ FE models and the other investigative approaches. An example
twisted structure prediction can be seen in Figure 3b.

4 Prototype Manufacture
4.1 Design Curvature

The upper limit on the manufactured radius R is determined by the requirement that the warped tape spring nominally
conforms to a cylindrical configuration. This is violated when the calculated thermally induced curvature ∆κth

y is equal to
the manufacturing tooling curvature 1/R. For an IM7-6552 [90/0] cross-ply laminate, this equates to a tooling radius of



(a) (b)

Fig. 3: FE predictions of (a) the unstable untwisted post-warp shape, and (b) the stable twisted shape for a [90/0] layup with
tool radius R = 38 mm.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Images of (a) twist angle measurement using a cloud of FE nodal positions and the underlying cylinder axis, and (b)
the point cloud from the laser scan of sample R38T1

approximately 55 mm, and represents the limit at which the warped tape spring is cylindrical (and the analytical model is
valid). Therefore, steel tooling of radius 38 mm and 50 mm was selected for ply layup to ensure that manufactured tape
springs were within this limit. A naming convention of the form RXXTN describes each sample, where XX refers to the
manufactured tool radius (mm) and N refers to the layup [90N/0N].

4.2 Manufacturing Process
A manual layup and vacuum-bagging process was used before curing the samples in an autoclave. Plies of pre-

impregnated (prepreg) carbon fibre (IM7-8552) were laid-down to create rectangular plates with a [90N/0N] layup. The
resulting laminates were placed on steel tubes to provide the design curvature, with the 0° fibre direction aligned with the
tube cylindrical axis. The inner 90° plies were separated from the tool surface by a layer of release film. A heat gun was used
periodically to increase the prepreg tackiness and encourage adhesion to the tool surface. Once the layup was complete, an
envelope bag was constructed around the tube, and a vacuum was applied to consolidate the plies on the tool. The samples
were cured at 7 bar pressure and 180°C in an autoclave. The cured tape springs were allowed to cool down to ambient
temperature before being released from their vacuum bags (to minimise moisture uptake from the atmosphere that could
affect twisted geometry). Once cooled, the samples were de-bagged and mass readings were immediately taken to establish
a nominally zero-moisture benchmark, and geometric measurements were conducted within 24 hours.

4.3 Profile Measurement
The geometric information of the shell mechanisms was recorded using a FARO Edge ScanArm® optical measurement

device and associated CAM2 Measure 10.7 software. This device consists of a laser scanning probe mounted upon a move-
able arm, and generates a ‘cloud’ of XY Z data points of complex geometries. Point clouds were also generated from the
deformed nodal positions of the FE models, to enable comparison with the manufactured prototypes.

The first parameter used for validation was the helical twist angle, defined as the angle of orientation of the twisted



Table 3: Overall twist angles and underlying cylinder radii

Manufacture Helix Radius (mm) Twist Angle (°)

Sample Layup Radius (mm) ∆T (°C) Theory FE Experiment Theory FE Experiment

R38T2 [902/02] 38 -162.7 48.1 50.6 50.9 22 21.8 16.9

R38T2 (+1 wk) [902/02] 38 -162.7 48.1 - 47.4 22 - 6.0

R38T1 [90/0] 38 -163.9 48.1 47.3 55.5 55 53.0 47.8

R50T1 [90/0] 50 -164.6 63.3 - 80 87 - 90

shell with respect to the length-wise axis of an underlying cylinder. This angle was measured by analysing the sample
point clouds using the software CloudCompare [28]; see Figure 4a. The second parameter, underlying curvature, is directly
measured from a fitted cylinder. The same procedures were applied to both the experimentally measured point clouds and
those extracted from the FE analysis. FE and experimental results for the same tape spring can be seen in Figure 3b and
Figure 4b respectively. The difference in twist direction is due to the arbitrary choice of fibre angle misalignment direction in
the FE model. After FE-predicted geometries and manufactured sample geometries had been recorded, comparisons could
be made between all three approaches to verify the analytical energy landscapes.

5 Results & Discussion
Comparisons between the calculated stable twisted configurations, using the methodology from Section 2, and the

measured twist angles and helix cylinder radii are presented in Table 3; the corresponding energy plots for each sample are
shown in Figure 5. Experimental results for R50T1 were from visual inspection and not point cloud measurement due to
the shell being almost completely coiled post-cure and thus impractical for laser scanning. Table 3 shows good agreement
between the analytical and FE models for both twist angles (range within 2°) and helix radii (range within 3 mm), as well as
with the experimental results. The discrepancies could be attributed to manufacturing sensitivity of thin-shell composites, a
higher ∆T observed in the manufactured samples, as well moisture ingress between manufacture and measurement.

Interestingly, after one week the measured twist angle of the R38T2 sample reduced by approximately 65%. Figure 6b
shows the manufactured R50T1 sample after a week-long exposure to the ambient environment: the reduction in twist angle
(and extension in length) is clearly visible compared to Figure 6a. It is hypothesised this is due to viscoelastic relaxation and
moisture ingress, and their ‘relaxation’ effects on thermal stresses [29, 30]. The relaxation is a short-term effect: bistable
samples tended to favour one twist direction within hours (in contradiction to energy landscape predictions in Figure 5),
potentially accentuating any fibre misalignment effects from manufacturing.

Storing samples in a desiccator will mitigate against moisture effects. Quantifying the degree of recovery from moisture
effects, as well as the impact of moisture on design spaces remains the subject of ongoing investigation. While controlling
temperature during manufacture is possible, controlling the usage temperature and ambient moisture is much more challeng-
ing. A composite compliant shell mechanism relying on thermal prestress will therefore behave differently depending on
its environment conditions, and some degree of active thermal control may be necessary depending on the application and
required mechanical responses.

Finally, it was possible to induce non-cylindrical stable shapes with R50T1 by manually twisting and buckling the
sample. One such stable configuration can be seen in Figure 6c, and highlights the limitations of assuming that the underlying
deformed shell structure is cylindrical. If a general approach for designing composite compliant shells is to be realised, then
a less geometrically-restrictive model is required.

6 Conclusions
In conclusion, making use of the residual stresses in a cross-ply composite cylindrical shell has been shown to increase

the range of twist angles that can be achieved at low (Û ≤ 0.1) levels of internal strain energy. This demonstrates the
potential of using anisotropy in composite materials to tailor the stiffness of compliant mechanisms in ways not available
to isotropic materials. Furthermore it illustrates the potentially significant changes in geometry and behaviour that can
occur in thermally-prestressed thin composite shells, and the importance of incorporating thermal effects into the design and
analysis of compliant or multistable structures. An extension of an existing composite tape spring model [4] incorporating
thermal effects has been presented, as well as finite element simulations and experimental samples of tape springs of different
thickness and manufactured radius. All approaches were shown to have good agreement in predicting the tape spring twisted



(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Polar plots of nondimensional energy Û as a function of tape spring twist, 2θ, on the angular axis and cylinder
curvature, C, on the radial axis. Contours are plotted for Û values between 0.0 to 3.0 inclusive with intervals of 0.1.
Subfigures show (a) R38T2, (b) R38T1, and (c) R50T1. All predict unstable on-tool configurations, with (a) and (b) being
clear bistable twisted structures, and (c) almost a monostable coiled structure. Points indicated by a cross represent stable
state(s) and dots indicate unstable equilibria.

states. Very good agreement for helical twist angle and radius was shown between theoretical and FE predictions, with
experimental results indicating that these structures are sensitive to manufacturing variations.

The feasibility of a composite tape spring with zero torsional stiffness has also been explored. A zero torsional stiffness
tape spring system has been shown to be governed by a set of coupled nonlinear equations, even for cross-ply laminates
where D∗16 and D∗26 effects are removed. Further work is required to explore these coupled equations and more generally
quantify the limits of stiffness reduction achievable using thermal prestress.

Several other design-influencing factors have been identified, including temperature control, viscoelastic effects, moisture-
driven behaviour changes and experimental measurement methods. These factors must be addressed for a practical thermally
prestressed composite shell to be realised, and each presents interesting avenues for further study. Future areas of work in-
clude refinement of measurement methods, measuring shape recovery by drying samples, and investigations into any long
term viscoelastic relaxation.

Data Access Statement
All data necessary to support the conclusions are provided within the paper.



(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Photos of sample R50T1 showing: (a) its original monostable configuration, (b) the extended monostable configura-
tion, and (c) an example of a stable configuration not predicted by either model
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